1. Let T denote an abstract set on which real functions s, x, y, z, ... are defined. Let ё denote an algebra of subsets of T and p(:) an additive measure on ё which assume non-negative values only and such that 0 < fjb{T) < oo. By ё а we shall denote the algebra of all subsets of T; we define on ё а [/(a ) = m ip(e) where the infimum is taken for all e in ё which cover a. 
From the inequality g(e, си) < j>(e"
,
3.1.
I f x is p-measurable, 0 < x(t) for teT , then there exists a sequence of simple functions sn such that sn(t) <s«+1(/), 0 < sn(t) < x(t) if teT, n = 1 , 2 , . . . , sn -> x as n -> o o .
Indeed, x being //-measurable, we can find //-simple functions sn for which /л*{ёп) -> 0 as n -> o o , where en = {t: \sn(t) -x(t)\ ^ I In}. Let ene Ć, ёп C Z en, p(en) < //*(ёта)+ 1> ._ Setting *"($) = (en(i)-11п)%т-еп^ we get //-simple functions such that sn(/) < a ? (4) in T for n -1,2, ...; s»(ż) = sup(^(i), 0) are //-simple functions for which 0 < sn(t) < x(t), sn(ź)4-Д . sup(x(t), 0) = x(t) as n -> o o . Let us define the //-simple function sn(t) = sup(sx(ź), s2(t), ..., sn(t)). Then, the inequality 0 < x {t ,)-s n{t) < x(t) -sn(t) for teT implies sn Д-x as w->oo, moreover, the sequence sn(t) is non-decreasing for teT , and 0 < sn(t) <ж(£).
3.2.
In connection with the last lemma we will make the following remark which explains the difference between the /«-measurability of functions under assumptions that £ is an algebra and /«(:) additive on £, and under assumptions that £ is a c-algebra and /«(:) cr-additive on it. If xn are /«-measurable, ocn(t) non-decreasing for teT and xn(t) converges pointwise in T to a function x(t), then, assuming £ to be a «т-algebra and /«(:) to be <r-additive on £, x converges in /«-measure to 
4.
How, for the purposes we have in mind, a notion of an integral of a scalar function x with respect to a measure y, defined on an algebra ё , must be fixed. We shall use that one of an additive (but not u-additive in general) integral. First of all, for a /^-simple function s of the form 1 (*) we define the integral in usual way, that is to say, we set П j s(t)dp = by the application of the standart properties of /г-integral. Since / oc(t)dy-*0&$n-+oo, j s n(t)dy ^0, the inequality jx (t)d y^0 follows.
(5Р-еи)ле T e
How, suppose that x , yeSCx{T) and x < у [у]. For a given Я > 0 let us set ex -{t: y{t) -x{t) < -A} = [t: sup(«(/), y(t)) -y(t) > A}. Then y*{ex)
-0 and there is a set ax in S for which eA c= ax, y{ax) < S, where < 3 is arbitrarily prescribed. On е -ал the function (у -x) -f-A is non-negative and consequently / (y(t) -x(t))dp > -/ Ad/г, with arbitrary small A. The е -« д e~aX integral / (y(t) -x(t))dp can be made arbitrarily small in virtue of the «л absolute ^-continuity of the integral. Hence the integral J [y(t) -x(t))dp e is non-negative.
4.3.
I f хпе^х{Т) for n -1, 2 , ..., xn < Яп+Лр] for n -1,2,... (xn > sCn+iilA f or n -1? 2, . ..) хп Л-x as n oo and the sequence J x n(t)dp is bounded then х е^г{Т) and T ( + ) lim f xn(t)dy = \ x(t)dy, n->oo i i uniformly with respect to e. Assume, for example, that xn < xn+l [/г] for n -1,2,... The sequence of the integrals / xn (t) dp is convergent, for it is non-decreasing and bounded. T Thus, for p = 1 ,2 ,... and any eei, we get 0 < J xn+p(t)dp-J xn(t)dp < f%n+p(t)dp-j Xn(t)dp < £,
for sufficiently large n. Thus the indefinite integrals j x n(t)dp converge uniformly on €. Choose a sequence of simple functions sn in such a manner that p*(en) < 1 jn, where en = {t: \sn(t) -xn(t)\ > 1 jn}, and (i) J ' (*n(t) xn(t)jdp 1 < -n for C e , n -1,2,...
Consequently sn -^x as n -> oo and the sequence js n(t)dp converges e uniformly on «f. Therefore x is /г-integrable and by (i) it follows the rela tion (+). (a? (4), u(t) ) is /г-equivalent to x. For any teT the inequalities v(t) > u(t) > 0 hold, moreover, the function и is /г-measurable. By 3.1 there is a sequence sn of simple functions, such that sn(t) < sn+1(t), 0 < u(t) ^v(t) for teT,n = l,2,...,sn-^u as n -> oo. But by 4.2 the inequality j s n(t)dp < jv(t)dp -Jx(t)dp holds
I f xeJ.^(T ), у is p-measurable, and

T T T and thus by 4.3 the function u, and у as well, is /г-integrable.
On spaces L *,p e e Indeed, since av e i m we can find the sets ev e & in such a manner n n that ju*{av -ev) < 6/2v+1, //*(«,-ev) < e, thus, setting s(t) = i i we obtain (i) and П j J s(t)dv -J s(t)dp I < ^ | A "| ju*{av -ev) < e for ее S'.
I f у is ^-measurable, \y\ < \x\ [//], and xeSCx(T), then yeS£x[T). Since \y\ is //-measurable, \x\eSCx(T) we get \y\e<Fx(T), by 4.4. From 4.4 also follows that the functions u(t) = swp(y(t), 0), v(t) = -inf (//(£)
Assume that x is integrable with respect to v , i m that sn are r-simple and that conditions 4 (1), (2) (with v instead of //, <fm instead of ё ) are satisfied. By the foregoing lemma there is a sequence of //-simple func tions sn such that sn Д-x as n -> oo and Jsn(t)dv -js n(t)dp 0 as n -> oo, e e uniformly on ё . Therefore the integral jx (t)d p exists and jx(t)dv e = jx(t)dp for any e lying in ё . How, let xeSC. Let sn be //-simple for (T -a) ) < d we obtain p*(ae) -0. Let us remark that (i) also shows that the indefinite integral fcp[\x(t)\)dp does not depend on a represen tative of the class of equivalence.
5.2.
The collection ST*ę{T) is a linear sublattice of S£, the extendedvalued functional q, defined by q{x) -f(p[\x{t)\)dp if x e^ę(T), q(x) = oo f <p(8n (t)+ 8n(t))dp = f (p(sn(t))dp+ J(p(s(t))dp, Ad D. This follows immediately from 4.3 and from the remark that x being /«-measurable, Xx -> 0 as X -> 0 (the last remark fails for unbounded and non /«-measurable functions).
5.3.
Suppose the 99-function 99 be «-convex. It follows from the general theory of modular spaces [6] , that in JF*,p{T) an «-homogeneous, norm can be defined by the formula \\x\\l = inf {e > 0: Q(xjells) < 1 } .
As easily seen the norm ||*||^, is monotonie, i.e. ||ćp||^, ^ НЛ if N < M l>]. Moreover, ||a?"||® -> 0 as n -> 0 if and only if g(Xxn) 0 as n 00 for every X > 0. For a /«-simple function x equation ||ж||® -1 implies the equation jcp[\x(t)\)dp -q(x) = 1 and conversely.
